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vermeer in Perrpective

J0'RGEN WADUM

"KNoWLEDGE BECOMES THE PAINTER," Samuel van Hoogstraeten wrote in his 1678

[1J't.ydillg tot de booge leboo', dlr lebifderkomt (Introduction to the School of Paintin g). I

Clio, muse of History, is depicted at the beginning of the chapter on the image and

poetic inventions (Poailcl,l' 11l'l'difblldm). More lhall len years earlier, Vermeer had used

Clio in his Art oJ Ptrilltil1g, in which he demonstrated not only his learning as a painter

and im'entor of allegories, but also, as we will see, his knowledge of perspectival theory.

In this large painting a heavy curtain appears to be held aside by an invisible hand;

the \'iewer is invited to enter the painter's studio. The artist is seated, with his back toward

us, :md on his e:lsd, on a grounded canvas, is an unfinished half figure of Clio, sketched in

white. The size of the canV-JS would not allow for a larger figure, nor for the trumpet of

Fame, usually held by Clio.

The artist has started to paint at the top of the canvas. He seems to have finished

the flesh colors and has begun to lay in the leaves of the laurd w.ealh. Illooks like the

painter-as pictured by Vermeer-is following tradition by finishing one area hefore St>t

ting up a new palette for the next area.1 A similar technique can be seen in Sili/lt Lllk~

P"il/rillg tbt Virgil/lllld 'Jtllli (fig. I) by ~'Jaerten van Heemskerck (1498-157+). In that work

Saint Luke, patron saint of painters, is applying the flesh color of the Child, while the

hair :lnd flesh colors of the Virgin are already finished. The rest of the composition is still

on I)' a rough sketch.

The general similarities between the two paintings by Van Heemskerck and Vermeer

seem to acknowledge sixteenth- and seventeenth-century traditions in painting methods.

Saint Luke applies the paint to a pand with a white ground, a~ was customary in the

sixteenth century. The painter in Vermeer's Art oJ Pailltlll,r. (fig. z) used a colored ground,

just as Vermeer did in the majority of his works. Examination shows, however, that Ver

meer himself worked areas up 'side-by-side' rather th,u1 'piccc-by-piece.' Instead of docu

menting his particular painting methods, Vermeer's d,·t of PlllJltillg was probably intended

to ~mphasi;zecontemporary accomplishments ;;md to pay tribute to his predecessors, and

hence to artistic tradition.

The Ull o{ Clntr,,1 Plrrpteti~e

A closed, bound book stands on end on the table in the middle ground of the drt o{

Pilintillg, and an open book in folio appears at the right edge of the table, next to the

painter's elbow. The inventory of Vermeer's estate, made in Februar)' 1676, lists a number

of books in folio in a back room, and twenty-five other books of various kinds.3 It is con

u:ivauk thaL sume uf Lhese were guides to perspective drawing, like the one by Hans

Vredeman cJe Vries (rpli!TP7-r606) or the books published by Samuel Marolois

(c. 1\72-C. 1617), Hendrick Hondius (1573-164-9), and Fran~ois Desargues (1593-1662).4

Vermeer was familiar with the principles of perspective described in these manuals, as

can be seen in his palI1tings. H.emarkably, thirteen paintings still contain physical evidence

of Vermeer's system, by which he inserted a pin, with a string attached to it, into the grounded

canvas at the vanishing point.; With this string he could reach any area or his canvas to cre

at~ correct orthogonals, the straight lines that meet in the central vanishing point (fig. 3).

The vanishing point of the central perspcctil'c in the drl oJ Painting is still visible in the

palm layer just um.ler Lhe end of Lbe luwer map-rud, beluw Clio's righr hand"

To transfer the orthogonal line descrih~d hy the string, V~rm~t"r would have applied



chalk to it. While holding it taut between the pin in the vanishing point and the fingers of
one hand, his free hand would have drawn the string up a little and let it snap back onto
the surface, le:wing:l line of chalk. This could then h:lve been traced with a pencil or brush.

Such a simple method of using a chalk line to make straight lines was probably used by
Vermeer's Delft colleagues Leonard Bramer (J596-167+) and Carel Fabritius (1611-1654)

to compose wall paintings, and is still used today by painters of trompe l'oei! interiors.'
Little or no trace of Vermeer's method - except the pinhole - remains. This is visible

to the naked eye on Vermeer's AlIegpry of Faitb (cat. 20). Since almost all of Vermeer's

grounds contain lead white, the loss of ground where the pin was inserted usually appears
on the x-radiograph as a dark spot (fig. 4).R This method of placing a pin through the
canvas was nor unique to Vermeer, but was in fact widely practiced among architecture

painters of his time. It was used not ani)' by Gerard Houckgeest (c. [600-1661) :.tnd

Emanuel de "'litre (c. 1617-1<>92), but also by Vermeer's slightly older colleague Pieter de

Hooch (1629-168.4-), a painter of interiors. Similarly, picrures by rhe genre painters Gerrit
Dou (1613-1675), Gabriel Metsu (1629-1667), and others, also have irregularities in the
paint surface where a pin was placed at the vanishing point.

Like most of his contemporary painters, Vermeer created the spatial illusion directly

on the canvas. The Haarlem painter Pieter Saenredam (1'97-166,) practiced another
method. On the basis of a preparatory sketch, observed first-hand, Sacnredam con-
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VJ::RMI:.J::K IN l'J::KSPECTlVE

L&FT: fi~. ;. rbt COlm,'ttet'OIl (~( rretAllig liNtI, liOln Bosse
1684, no. ,S. Koninklijke BibliO{heek, The HJgue. .\'-7. is
the hon7,.on, C[he central \':mishing point, Note:' lhe looSt:
enos of the string used lor the construction.

!tIGHT: fig. +. X-r:ldlO8ml'h detJl1 or OJI. \. ,ho.,ng 'he
pinprick hy which \'<rm~r consUuctM thC' p..linting's
pCl'sptetin:

structcd his perspective on a sheet of paper, later, in his studio. After having reached the

final composition he would apply charcoal on the back of the paper and transfer the
drawing with a sharp tool onto the surface of a prepared panel. After this the painting
process could stan." Saenredam always used a panel support, while Vermeer apparently
preferred to worl.: on e~nvas_

l'

~rmuT'I MethodI

In the beginning of his career Vermeer had difficulty in rendering floor tiles. The distance
points, positioned at an equal distance on either side: of the vanishing point 011 the hori

zon, provided the basis lor the diagonals. These lines form the pattern of the floor tiles.

When the horizon of his painting was relatively high and the distance points were close to

the vanishing point, Vermeer apparently was vexed by the distortion of the tiles at the

fon:~ruund comers. Examples of this occur in his earlier paintings such as Tbe Glarr of

lVi'" (p~ge 36, fig 7; c. 16)8-1660) and Tb, Gi,·j witb tbe ~Vjtltglarr (c. 16)9-1660, cat. 6).

The last example in Vermeer's oeuvre that shows a certain distortion of the floor tiles

owing to the short interval between the distance points is The Millie Lmoll (c. 1662-r664,

car. 8). Here the VIew point, the center of projection,'" is situated about 77 centimeters

from the painted surlace, the so-<:allcd picture plane. Viewed from this distance, the dis

tortion is not noteworthy.

As Vermeer's career progressed, he solved this problem by moving the distance points
farther away from the scene, thereby eliminating {he distortion. This is important, par
liculally as I,,: lIlovcJ his vanishing point coward the edge of rhe painting at the same

time. In Offiar alld rAllghlllg ra,·j (c. T(1)8), the viewing angle'l is about n° (fig. )~) and in
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the ,-Irt of Pailllil1[, (c. 1666-1667) the viewing angle has come down to around 30' (fig.
)b). In The Love Luter (c. 1669-167°, cat. 18) the angle declines to about 28', and in the

last painting executed by his hand,.1 Lo~Y 5eaud (lithe Virgi'lal (c. (67), car. 22), Vermeer
reduces the viewing angle to only 22' (fig. lC). It is interesting to note that Vermeer

painted only diagonally placed Roor tiles in his interiors, while De Hooch used diagonally
placed as well as parallel tiles-sometimes even both within one painting-at random

intervals.
Although Vermeer seems to have eonsistemly used a string attached to a pin placed in

rh......ntral vanishing point, the placement of the distance points poses a problem. At first

one might expect that Vermeer determined the position of the diagonals on the edge of
his canvas with the aid of a so-called "height \v-all" (boogu lIIuHr), as some Dutch land·
scape painters dld.11 This would imply doing calculations or constructing 01 auxiliary
lines in order to make space recede toward the back wall. Since no trace of marks on the

ed!;es or elsewhere on his paintings has so iar surfaced, it seems highly unlikely that

Vermeer used such methods.
Painters would want to create pertect central perspective without having to struggle

rop: fi~ t:J.. I\-rS}l"Cli\"t: diJ.~Llm 01· \'crmCl'r's o.UlCfr dJ/d
J_IHf.brHf, Girl. "ntis i, tlll'l'arlit"t r.;linlin~ Whl'Tl" tht' \":10

ishin~ poi11l ha:-. ~t:t:n dc-tl'crc..'d in the p:tim LtYl·r.Owinj(
CO the shuCl inH.'n'JI i1ll."r\\ L't.'n thl" Cc."nlr.ll ":lI1ishin~ point

and the distilll"l" l"flim~. thl' \"i""\l iT1~ :H1J.tk· i:oo :lhuut r;l:

Cl:XT EN.: Jig. ~h. Pcrspc.'cli,'c di:1gr;JUl uf VCT1llCCr'S ,-Irln(

P,rtHli'fg. The \'jc\\'in~ Jn~lc h>ls lk~rc~SL:J to .11'pmxi
lU:ltd,' 30" ~s tht inlen':,l h:l:'i k·ll!Z.thcncu het\\'t."'C11 th~'

l.'(.'ntr:J1"~ni~hil1~ point .1Od distan<:l.' poin[s.

BOTTO.\(: fi~. 5('. f\'n;rcrtin~ Ji:.J.~r~m of . / I..t~~r .')((1/(.' ,If

,[.r fi'lill.tI. In this rainrlO~. probably rh~ I:tn 0"(" C'Xt.".

CUlcJ hy Vc.'rmccr. the \'kwin~ anJZ;lc i~ only 2~':



VERl\'lEER IN PERSPHCTIVE

Comfrtlctioll

In 1669 Pietcr Teding van Berckhout, a prominent citizen of The Hague, visited Vermeer's

studio and described the paintings that he saw as extraordinary and curious "pmpectivrs.'" 5

with complicated theories. One simple way was to use the already mentioned chalk line

to determine the orchogonals, a method that Vermeer could apply to the diagonals as well.

It can be assumed that Vermeer placed his canvas-usually small-against a board or a wall,

with a nail on either side of the painting. These nails would be placed at the same level as

the horizon in the picture. With strings attached to the nails Vermeer could again apply

the chalk line for the diagonals in his constructions. The use of this simple method can bt:

deduced from various manuals on perspective that Vermeer could have known. One such

lllanual shows strings, 1",:IJ Laul Lo un", "'ye::, alladle::u llJ a sljuaTl:: lyill~ UII lhe:: ~ruunJ (fig. 6).
Strines were also used in connection with drawing tahles. Tn contrast to whnr we t~X

pect, it appears that constructors of perspective in the seventeenth century used drawing

tables almost as sophisticated as the ones in use today (fig. 8). With strings attached to

movable devices placed at the upper corners of the drawing table, tbe draftsman could

create any desired diagonals or orthogonals on paper. The horizon could be plotted using

a sliding ruler at a fixed 90' angle to the horizontal bottom edge of the table. A horizon

would be chosen at the desired level on th is ruler, and by sl iding the ruler across the paper
a line could be drawn.1.I

Just how painters exercised rhe perspcctive can be seen in a charming sketch drawn on

tht: wall behind the painter depicted at his easel by Barent Fabritius (1624-1673) (Iig. 7).1~

In red chalk, among cartoons, the draftsman has made a spatial study with a distinct

vanishing point in the middle. The orchogonals and also some of the diagonals have been
drawn in.

fig;. 8. Hendrick Hondius, lJr.m·j"g tdM~. from ~'I:Jrolois

1628. no. ~o, K,oninklijke Bibli()tb~k. Tht' Ib~u(' Jo

fig. 7. Detail, Bare-m Fabritius, JeNH' PJillttr ill Wr Suufln.

c. ]655, oil nn c:iln\':lS, 1\1 usee du l.ouvre. Paris

h~. 6. Th~ '(f/JIt!J1 ""p ({ {If-bt. (rom Bosse 16~, nn, 1,

Kuninklijkc Uibliotht;ck, "J'he HJ.~llC
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WADUM

Teuiu!$ van Berckhout might have referred to Vermeer's illlCI ior scenes, wbicb wen: veT)'

c~r('fillly constructed. This leads us to theconc1usion that Vermeer should he consic1f'rec1

first and foremost as a practical and skilled master in creating his interiors just the way he

wanted them. Numerous authors have argued that the artist reproduced the scenes he

saw in front of him, either by careful copying, using drawing frames, or by means of a

camera obseura." That Vermeer traced an image with this device is unlikely; howcyer, a

number of paintings are belieyed to have been created with the camera obscura as a com

positional aid. J7 The way Vermeer occasionally applied the final paint layer or highlights

in a pointillistic manner may have been influenced by the vision one gets by looking

through a camera obscura (but see page 25).

Vermeer was completely aware of the spatial illusion he wanted to create, which he

accomplished by combining his skill in constructing space with his talent ~or composition,

color, technique, and iconography. Without the usc of a camera obscura as a drawing aid

he created images that looked "photographic," which decei\'e the spectators into hrlItving

that the scenes ;ue real. With this illusionism Vermeer attained the highest level of artis

tic ambition to which a seventeenth-century painter could aspire. 'x
Since Vermeer created his compositions very carefully, one must ask if the figures and

the many accessories in the paintings were also constructed. Close study of the foreshort
ened furnieu re has revealed that it has been just as carefully built up as the Qvel all per

spective. Once again. the chalk lines attached to the distance points formed by the nail in

the wall next to the picture would have served as the base for the receding lines of the
chairs and tables in Vermeer's interiors (fig. 9).

The horizon in Vermeer's earlier paintings in general (cat. 2 and page 20, fig. ()) is

observed to be relatively higher than in the later ones. Although high horizons also occur

in later works, the position of the horizon in combination with the viewpoint of the spec

tator is significant. 19 ln the majority of Vermeer's works the viewpoint is indeed below the

eye level of thc depictcd figures. It has been argued that when using a camera obscura

placed on a table, the artise's vantage point would naturally be low. l
!) !lo\Vever, Vermeer

may have delibet-ately sought this effect, in order to keep the spectator at a distance. As

D.ch.!
H --IIl!:!:~~~====='

7l

:fig. 9. PC'rspc:cti,'C diagr:arn of caL 8_ The di5t:mce point"
oi the conn ruc:ti()n of the chair ~re marl:cd D.(b,l and D.l.

Both points ...rc c.:"Tefull~· pl"cro;Jt an equal disuncc to
tho loft of Ihe dinanco points (,1.1 ..d d.l) of tho 0\"..,.11
'l.:omposition.



ro,p: Ii~. 10. K.l"CUllS"truCtiOn of fig. J1

RIG II 'f: li~ II. Johannes Vermeer. GIrl Rt.1dlll~ .f Lttrtr .11

olH Oft" ,,,"jH(bJ,,,, c. 16f7. nil un (am'as, St:latlichc
Kunscsammlungcll Dresden, Gcm~ldC'galcnC' Alte ~lcistcr

r

we almost always have a frog's eye view, from below, the figures automatically increase in

starure, even in a small painting such as The Milkmaid Ccat. r).
Vermeer also deliberately places the vanishing point behind a r/polwoir or other bar

rier between the viewer and the scene. This seems to have been a hallmark throulI;hout his
oeuvre as secn in paintings from the Proctlwr (page 60, fig. 16) and Girl RMdiug a utter at

011 Upm Wi"dow (fig. u) to the Art of Pailllillg (fig. 2) and The Love utul' (cat. 18).
In the early Girl Readillg a utter "I (1/1 Open lVi"dow the horizon is placed in such a way

that it divides the painting in hal[ The vanishing point is placed between the girl's neck

and the green curtain to the right. The reason for the position of the vanishing point be
hind the reading girl seems irrational, as it does not lead the eye of the spectator into the
compo$ition. At an early stage in the development of this picture, however, a painting of

o 'pid hung just above the vanishing point on the back wall. ~1 To stress the :lmoroUS con

tent of the letter, the orthogonals to the vanishing point would lead the eye of the specta

tor via the Cupid to the girl and back, which would be logical (fig. to). But Vermeer has

obscured the meaning by overpainting the Cupid, and leaves us only with a very natural
istic and sensual reflection of the girl in the leaded glass window. De~pite the changes

that Vermeer made to the composition, he did not alter the pt:rspective design.

71
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Acquirillg Exptmu

'Where or with whom Vermel"r tr~in ..d in thl' IISI' of perspective is entirdy unknou·n. In

the introduction of his book on perspective, Desargues writes that a painter who wants to

know more about the .Hut-JilJl/It (art of measurement) should consult the LtlndmetUr (car

tographer) in order to make use of hIS expertIse." According to Desargues this would lead
to a bcrter understanding of Doo.-.;icbt-kumlc (perspective). He further suggests that the

painter should look around him at otheI crafts and take advantage of the knowledge of,
for instance, carpenters, bricklayers, and cabinetmakersY

A painter like Saenrc:dam acquired his first instruction in the rules of perspective from
the localltmdmmn' (cartugraplll:l) l'ietel \Viis, witell lie was alI'cady cstablislll:d as an
artist24 1n H::larlrm thi~ profession W.1~ included in the p:lintrr'~ glliln of Snint I.llk(', ann

also in Vermeer's home town of Delft one could recein: education in this mitie,: At the age
of thirty-six Anthony van Leeuwenhoek, who may have known Vermeer, obtained his
diploma In cartography in l)eJft-that is, when Vermeer had already made a number of
'perspectives.'1.; The knowledge of perspective was essential to the suceesful creation of a

correct spatial illusion, which was so popular with Delft painters after (6)0. The impor
tance of good training was stressed by Van Hoogstraeten, who explained that without this
learning, "so many ignoram painters are shipwrecked."16

It was unly afler sume ycars uf ~)Jactice that Vermeer became all expcn in lhe usc of

perspective. In his early work, such as Clodst in tbe HOllse 41/ Ma/J lI1/I1 Marthtl (cat. 2), the
interior does not have a correct and carefull)' constructed perspective. Nor do his follow
ing paintings, including A Womtll/ AIJup (page 20, fig. 6), which is an ambitious attempt
to creare a literal "Through-view" (DoO/<.icbt). Around HiS8 Vermeer's interest changed

into creating space in " c:lTefully constructed wny. This r·esulted in the Ojfiar (wd Laughing

Girl (page 35, fig. 6), the tirst painting where Vermeer employed a string attached to a pin.
Throughout the rest of his career ile continued to use th is method.

!'en"..,.', Studio

In order to visualize: Vermeer's studio wc have: to look at writte:n sources and his paintings
other than the .1rt oj Pail/til/g, from which little can be deduced. There the paimer steadies
his right hand, resting it on a maulstick held in his left hand. No othcr painting materials
or accessories other than the maulstick, and the brush are present.

In addition to the already mentioned books the im-emory of Vermeer's studio also in

cluded two Spanish chairs, a stick with an iyory knob, two easels, and three palettes.
Three bundles of various prints were found, probably on the reading desk also described

10 the inventory. In another small room Vermeer kept five or six books, and in the attic,
the im'cntory rcads, he had a stone table and a muller to grind his pigments.

Alas. no pigments, pots, or bottles of oils arc listed. Nor are water basins, in which to

keep the paint from drying out, varnish borrles, or containers for turpentine. The inven
toried wooden box with d.rawers may have contained some of his painting materials. Such
boxes not only appear in many artists' self portraits, holding small pots with various liquids,
hru~hr~, and pigments, but also in depictions of painters' srudios (fig. 12).

Classical sculpture and casts were common in studio interiors from the seventeenth
century, but none is mentioned in the inventory. However, in the Art ~/ Pi/illti}l" a cast of

7+

rig. D. Gonz~lesCoques, PJIHflT IN JIll Stu,hn. oil on

c~O\·as. Sr;1:ttliches 1\luseum Sch\\'erin



ri~ IJ. JohannC's Vt·rml"'l'r. PtJ,t"m u../1t ],i.JJO'~ 'HUII.UI.
L'. u566-1667, nil un c:.xm'..I.s. Tht" 1\h.-lrovulll~1Il :-'JuseulIl

uf ,\n. ~C\\' Yurk. Gift ur \Ir, .lmJ ~lrs. Charles
Wri~h[sm:m. in mernury uf Theodure RUU5Sl":lU, Jr,. 1979

a male face lies face-up on the table. Vermeer's maulstlck IS also mIsSing In the Inventory,

but maybe he used the stick with an ivor)' knob for this purpose.

The eighteenth-century Dutch artists' biographer Arnold Houbraken (1660-1719)

noted that the painter Acre de Gelder (164;-1727) had different jackets, curtains, and fab

rics such as silk and satin, in his studio, which he used to clothe his model from head to

fUOl ill LluO' way that SUil<::U his interesL. '7 Vermeer's inl'<::mory includes many of the items

and jac.kns dc.picrc.ci in his painTings, slIch as th .. fllr-Trimmed, yellow s:ltin jacket fonnn

in six paintings. Whether Vermeer had a lay figure we do not know. Howcvcr, looking at

the Portrait oj a TOImg If1J11za~1 (fig. (3) and the anatomy of her left hand, which does not

seem to fit with the foreshortening of her shouldet· and arm, and the drapery over her

shoulder, onc gets the impression that a lay figure may have been lIsed."S

The fact that Vermeer's inventory includes no frames for stretching canvas, common

in mJny seventeenth-century studios, is very interesting. Contemporary depictions of

artists' studios show them at work on canvases both strung in larger frames, often

idenlified as the Dutch methuu, anu lackc::u U!IlU slrainc::rs (fig. (4). The pai!ll Iayt:r uucs

not extend over the tacking roBes in :my 01 Verml".-r's paintings so f:1r l"xamin.-d,2'I indicJt

ing that Vermeer preferred his canvas stretched onto its strainer before starring painting.

This is corroborated by reading his inventory, in which are noted ten canvases as well as

six panels standing ready to be p'linred.
A fine craquclure pattern running parallel to the edges of Vermeer's paintings re\~eals

7\
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information on the size of the original strainers that he used: they were between two-and

a half and three-3nd-a-half centimeters wide. The larger strainers, such as those used for

the Vit11J or Dt/(t (cat. 7) and the Art of Paimin(, had central crossbars and corner braces
similar to those seen in an allegorical painting by Ferdinand van Kessel ([648-r696)

(figs. r5a and b).
\Vl,,::n Vennccr started to work on a painting, we can assume lhal be:: WClll up lu hi~ at

tic in order to prepare his pigments, which, as suggested by recent analysis, were mix"d
with linseed Oil;lO on the stone table. Back in his studio he would be able to work on one

of his two easels) the size and construccion of which we can surmise from his Art of
Pamting. Vermeer probably used one of the palettes mentioned in the inventory for the

lighter colors and another for the darker. 'Ve do not learn anything from the inventory

about his stock of brushes) but his brushstrokes reveal that he used a num'ger of larger
square-tipped and smaller round-tipped brushes. Many brush hairs became embedded in
the paint) particularly in scumbles: fine brown hairs in the half-tones in the face of the

Girll1'itb" P~"rll1lrriJ1g(cat. Ir) and in the gray-brown scumble rendering the reflection

of the town in the water in the VinP of Dtfjt. In this painting also thick white hairs were
found in the white underpainting of the sky.31 The latter are presumably hog's hair and
t he former could be squirrel or otter hairY

Tbt PurcbtHt of }"'.II!triO/Tn

For the purchase of his materials, such as (prepared) canvases and panels and current
kinds of paint, Vermeer could turn to an artists' supplier. One or more of these could

fi~. 14. Vincent van dcr VinnC'" Pnmlel"It fi;s SllIdio.

engraving. Rijksprmttnk:lbincc, Am!lrcrd~m



vERMEER IN PERSPECTIVE

L.~fT: lig. 15:1, Craqudurc in the: p.1int 13ycr of the 17(;;0 lJ{
Vt(ft Inl.!t<."::ues .:an anginal stulOcr as depicted In hg. lib.

IU<.iIlT: ti.g. 15b. Dcr:lil, Ferdinand ''Un Kcuel, ~·t .lton'"

P"iJlurJ'Stlldia. oil on copper, CourtC"Sr R. V:l1I51 London.
The rwo Cilm'a:-'lCS ;Ire 3fretched on strainers 3imilu to the
onc:$ urig:inal1y used for Vermeer's larger p;Jintings,

probably be found in Delft, and certainly in nearby Ronerdam.3
' In the seventeenth cen

rury, Van Hoogstraeten :lnd others :ldvised artists not to bother trying to make pigments,

which could be bought easily in various places. J3 The precious natural ultramarine that
Vermeer used even in the underpainting of a number of pictures is, however, not encoun

tered in survivi ng inventories or se,'cnteenth-century artists' suppliers. For small quanti
ties of pigments such as this, one could turn to the apothecary, the forerunner of the

artists' supplier.

The inventory of the Delft apothecary D. de Cock,30 where Vermeer had a debt for

medicines,J7 lists substances that could be used for the preparation of paint and varnish.
Pu,ssil>l y Vermeer aC<.juired these substances from De Cock, since rhe massicor or lead rin

yellow, list~cl in his invt.'ntory, was employed in m:lny paintings, mosr evidently in the rex

ture and light Of the yellow satin jackets (cat. 13). Gold leaf, obtainable in small booklers,

was only once applied by Vetmeer, to the studs of the chair in A f11lman As/up. All these
materials, as well as lead whLte, Venetian turpentine, and linseed oil, were mentioned in
De Cock's inventory.

Already in the sixteenth century Delft apothecaries appear to have acquired a measure
of renown for their skill in preparing pigments. The learned French physician M. de
l'Obel (r538-1616) first learned from the Delft apothecary M. D. Cluyt (active in the sec

ond half of Lhe sixleellL1. cemury) how unc could make a serviceable red lacquer for the

painter..l3 Not just apothecarit>s hut also spt.'cialisrs involved in the production of Delft

earthenware were adept in the manufacture of pigments.J9

Vermeer's preference for the relatively expensive blue pigments such as natural ultra

marine might be related to the fact that his market consisted of a small group of amateurs
and connoisseurs who regularly bought work without directly commissioning it. 1\ large

proportion of the surviving works points to a single purchaser (see pages 22 and n). The
rarity of Vermeer's work has been connected with his technique: up until now it was pre
sumed that he was a slow painter. However, brushstrokes applied wet-in-wet indicate that

some parts at least were rapidly execuleJ, ahlluugh iL appears lhac the artist may have

worked on a painting at intervals. He developed a composirion wry C::lrefill1y, somerimt>s
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changing or drlc:tln?; elements, such as the abol'e-mentioned painting of a Cupid in Girl

nr"dillg; {/ utlr,. ,'f .111 arm 'Vim/olP.

A true understanding of Vermeer's painting cannot be achieved withom technical data.

The most fascinating is that instead of using a camera obscura, he established perspec

til-ely correct paintings, simply with the aid of a pin and strings. As previously stated,

this methoclll'as also used in Vermeer's ,1n of Ptli'lfIlIg, in which (he pinhole has given us

:l direct connt>ction with Vermeer's own stllrlio In his p'lintings Vermeer decei"es us into

believing that tht: depicted sct:nes are real-according to \an Hoogstraeten this was the

highest level of artistic ambition the seventeenth-century painter could aim for,

a level that Vermeer surd)' achieved.'"
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